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ITS Change Request (CR) Form
Description of Change: Provide a detailed description of the circumstances leading to the CR and what exactly will be changed.
Justification: Provide the business drivers for this change (e.g. enhancements for students, audit compliance, address security concerns, performance improvements, etc.)
Systems and areas affected: For example, network, banner application, banner servers, servers, email, telephones, wireless, website, etc.
Duration of install and impact to each system affected:
Campus constituents affected: For example students, staff, faculty, specific departments, external parties.
Assumptions and risks: List unknowns, assumptions, perceived risks and impacts from those risks.
Describe the testing plan and test results:
Communication plan: List the communication strategies to inform impacted parties of the change and communicate during the installation and post implementation.
Is there a back-out plan?
Describe the back-out plan if one exists, otherwise describe the reasons it does not exist and a workaround plan if the change results in undesired consequences:
List of Supporting Documents: Provide attachments, screenshots, printouts, reports and other information relevant to the change.  This includes test plans, test results, back-out plans and other documentation.  Email these files to CCB@ColoradoCollege.edu, and list them here.
This section is completed by the Change Control Board
Decision:
Describe approval conditions (if applicable):
Decision Justification:
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